WelTec Research Outputs 2016

RESEARCH OUTPUT

Authored Book


Chapter in Book


Conference Contribution – Published


Conference Contribution - Other


Richardson, M. N. (2016). Transition to Study: Multiple approaches to supporting international students in their first trimester of New Zealand tertiary study. Presented at Association of Tertiary Learning Advisors of Aotearoa New Zealand Conference, Lincoln University, Christchurch, New Zealand.


Richardson, M. N., & Harrison, J. (2016). Harnessing the diverse strengths of ESOL learners in tertiary health and social services education. CLESOL - Conference on Community Languages and ESOL in New Zealand, University of Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand.


Creative Work


McGhie, G. I. (2016). Adornment works, Highland cattle horn; Hei Niho; Carved Patiti; Whalebone hei toki o hoera; Rei puta manu. Wellington: Kura Gallery Auckland, New Zealand.


Discussion / Working Paper


Journal Article


Oral Presentation


Grima, J. A. A tale of two cities. (2016). In Dr Fiona Chan (Chair), Marketing, Communication and Advertising class, guest lecture. Massey University, Wellington.


Vilke, M. Addictions and Team Ethics. (2016). In Thomas Isaako (Chair), Building Stronger Teams. Presented at Taemanino Trust, Porirua, New Zealand.

Other Form of Assessable Output


Report


Thesis


Horrell, T. (2016). Why do we teach the way we do? The relationship between tutors’ conceptions of teaching and learning, the design/teaching of their online courses and effective online teaching principles. (Master Thesis). Massey, Palmerston North, New Zealand.

RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION

Contribution to research discipline and environment

Clark, J. Session facilitator at the International Association for Intercultural Education (IAIE) Conference in Budapest, Hungary, 5-9 September 2016.

Clark, J. Funded by Ako Aotearoa to disseminate our research nationally by running one day workshops on cooperative learning for tertiary tutors. In 2016 we have conducted workshops in Dunedin on 18 March, Hamilton on 5 April, in Auckland on 6 May and 21 October and Wellington on 29 October.

Doidge, M. Peer review of four visual arts and performance papers for WelTec Whitireia Research Symposium, papers for 2017 Symposium.

Kelly, S. Member of WelTec/Whitireia Postgraduate Board of Studies

Kelly, S. Panel member: WelTec Research and Enterprise Funding Panel September 2016.

Kelly, S. Co development of research professional development initiatives with Research and Enterprise and Masters supervisors.


Khan, W. Panel member: WelTec Research and Enterprise Funding Panel.

Sanderson, T. Work Experience/ Liaising with industry - House of Dumplings. Ex-Student owner manager.

Vilke, M. Advisor on Wellington SPCA Educational Programmes, for a pilot evaluation research project.

Vilke, M. Invited by Dr Elizabeth Asbury, Faculty of Health, Whitireia, to re-write a chapter on alcohol and drug dependence for the "Mental Health in Primary Care" 2017 edition.

Vilke, M. Reviewer of abstracts for the WelTec Whitireia Research Symposium, Petone, Wellington, New Zealand.

Facilitation, networking and collaboration

Bok, R. Facilitated networks with external stakeholders / organisations - coordinating site visits for students to various industries.

Bok, R. Invited Guest speakers to speak to students - Executive Chef Parliament House, Capital produce, Ontrays National wholesaler, Turners and Growers, Bidvest Wellington, Southern Hospitality.

Clark, A. Facilitating at ‘Good Oil’ Forum: Memory Recall Workshop.
Clark, J. Managing a website dedicated to Cooperative Learning for Ako Aotearoa. The website supports our research, training programme, workshops and publication on Cooperative Learning and is available to Cooperative Learning practitioners and researchers in New Zealand.

Corbishley, H. Member of Dark Matter Collaboratorium with Gregory Sholette. Participating members drawn from Europe, Asia, United States and New Zealand.


Corbishley, H. Invitation and funding to participate in a presentation of 'Anarchive' at the Whitehead Conference, in Los Angeles, United States of America, with a consortium from the Sense Lab, Concordia University.

Corbishley, H. Member of Immediations Collaboratorium with Brian Massumi and Erin Manning at the Sense Lab, Concordia University, Montreal, Canada. Participating members drawn from Europe, Asia, United States and Australia. 2013-2021.

Corbishley, H. Participating in an institutional partnership across academic institutions worldwide including Concordia University, University of Sydney.

Domdom, J. Collaborative research: Student conception and learning of research methodology: Kampala International, Otago University, WelTec, Whitireia, University of Medical Sciences and Technology, Adamson University, Manila Tytana Colleges.

Fawcett, M. Developing Networks within the Vet Nursing community.

Gretton, G. I. Lead organizer and MC for AWATEA annual conference.

Gretton, G. I. Organizer and facilitator for AWATEA strategy meeting.

Khan, W. WelTec EdTech Advisory Group representing School of Information Technology.

Khrypko, Y. Assessment Panel member for the Research and Enterprise Fund (winter 2016).

Khrypko, Y. Member of the 2016 WelTec Whitireia Research Symposium. Organising Committee.

McGhie, G. I. Maintaining existing relationships with Weta workshop, Weta Digital, and associated props manufacture facilities.

Seno, L. Maintain database of business/industry links for the Business School.


Supanun, S. Beijing Polytechnic College (BPC) delegation visit to WelTec led by their Vice-President. BPC (http://english.bgy.org.cn/english/index.do)

Sullivan, D. Establishing and maintaining relationships with industry photographers (Bonny Stewart-MacDonald, Nick Servian, Anna Munro, Mark Tantrum) to benefit students and Creative Technologies qualifications.

Sullivan, D. Establishing and maintaining relationships with other industry individuals including Natalie Marshall, Curator Photography, National Library, Mark Strange, Conservator Photography, National Library; also staff in the Photography department at Massey University and Art History, Victoria University, and other international curators and artists, through symposiums including 'Crucible', February 2016 (organised by Massey & Victoria Universities) and 'Collecting Photography', June 2016 (organised by Victoria University and Te Papa).

Ward, D. Developing working relationship by creating design work for the Maori Innovation Hub at Callaghan Innovation.
**Invitations to present research or similar**

**Beals, F.** Invited by the Collaborative Trust Hui, to present Workshop on Evaluation Research Methods Research for NZ Scouts on Developmental Theories and Practical Youth Development Practice, Christchurch.

**Beals, F.** Invited Keynote to the ST John Youth Leaders Conference.

**Beals, F.** Invited Presentation on Paulo Friere, Critical Pedagogy and Youth Development at Victoria University.

**Beals, F.** Invited to give keynote on Youth Suicide and Sociology Theory at YMCA hui in Wellington.

**Beals, F.** Invited to present workshop on Changing the Theory of Youth Development Practice at Ara Taiohi Conference.

**Clark, J.** Invited by the International Association for Intercultural Education (IAIE) to facilitate a workshop on Status Expectations in Multicultural Classrooms at their International Conference held at Eotvos University in Budapest, Hungary from 5-9 September 2016.

**Mackay, J.** Invited to chair a session at the IOSTE conference in Braga, July 2016.

**Perrot, A.** Invited speaker at Literacy Aotearoa “Te Rito: Focusing on What Matters”, Waipuna Conference Centre in Mt Wellington, Auckland, New Zealand.

**Peter, C.** Invited session chair at Asia Pacific Council on Hotel, Restaurant, and Institutional Education (ApacCHRIE) 2016.

**Other evidence of research contribution**

**Adams, C.** Designed and created a look for Alex Galvin (Creative Industries) for use in promotional advertising material for NZ Opera.

**Adams, C.** Designed and created a look for Dany Pike for WelTec Marketing video.

**Bahmad, A.** Invited to write articles for an Australian fitness magazine, Fitness First Magazine.

**Beals, F.** Contribution to YMCA Drama pamphlet on addressing causes of suicide through Community Asset Mapping.

**Beals, F.** Selected as an example of an inspiring leader for the Peter Blake Leadership week. Spoke to schools on leadership and the Peter Blake story.

**Bok, R.** Invited to give a presentation on Judging at Wellington Regional Competition

**Bok, R.** Demonstration of sugar techniques to Wellington Cake Decorators Guild.

**Bok, R.** Secondary School Principals demonstration, Hospitality New Zealand workshop

**Brown, A.** Presentation of research at WelTec Creative Technologies internal research symposium.

**Doidge, M.** Mentoring Phillip Silverman for the upstream sculpture competition 2017

**Doidge, M.** Mentoring Adi Brown for Interdisciplinary practice publication. 11th Annual International Arts and Society Conference: Distortion and Resistance Re appropriation of fragmented doll bodies in a Visual Arts practice.

**Doidge, M.** Transferring knowledge for mould making and casting to Phil Silverman for Ecroche model making.

**Fawcett, M.** New Zealand Veterinary Nurse Association Associate Council Member
Grima, J. Peer-reviewed and advised on Wellington City Council's waste minimisation guidelines for event managers.

Hennessy, J. Te Kaiawhina Workforce Group member

Hewitt, A. Trained students to 1st and 2nd place at the Barista competition at Wellington Culinary Fare.

Hewitt, A. Judge, National Barista Championships.

Khan, W. Academic referee for the purpose of supporting a fellow staff member in his PhD enrolment.

Mackay, J. International examiner for two PhD theses from the University of KwaZulu Natal.

Mackay, J. Elected and served on the WelTec/Whitireia Ethics and Research Committee

Morrell, R. Judge at the Wellington Culinary Fare. The Curry Cup, open class 9.


O'Hara, J. Committee Member "The Wellington Association of Registered Hairdressing".


Supanun, S. Don Giovanni featured in the interview for Positively Wellington Tourism.

Recognition of research outputs

Brown, A. My image "Out of Body Experience" is chosen for the cover of the invitation card and catalogue covers for the group exhibition 'Art is a Living Thing', Aratoi Museum.


Research funding and support

Corbishley, H. Invitation and funding to facilitate collaborative workshop at COFA (Centre of Fine Arts, Sydney, Australia).

Corbishley, H. Invitation and funding to participate in 'Anarchive' in Montreal, Canada - an art/design/philosophy workshop aims at developing new pedagogies for tertiary institutions worldwide.

Research prizes, fellowships, awards and appointments

Beals, F. Ara Taiohi National Board

Clark, J. Member of the International Technology, Education and Development (INTED) Advisory Board.

Clark, J. Member International Association for Intercultural Education (IAIE).

Clark, J. Elected member, Executive Board of the International Society for the Study of Cooperation in Education (IASCE).

Clark, J. Vice President, Executive Committee of the New Zealand Communication Association.
Cody, J. Invited participant, advisory panel for the level 6 TROC review for Exercise Science as a technical advisor

Corbishley, H. Art Advisor to 'E TU Sculpture Trust', Lower Hutt, NZ. 2011-2016

Corbishley, H. Invited judge at the 2016 IHC New Zealand Art Awards.

Doidge, M. Master of Fine Arts; Massey. First class honours.

Doidge, M. WelTec staff representative, WelTec Whitireia Postgraduate Board of Studies

Gretton, G. I. Chair of the Aotearoa Wave and Tidal Energy Association.

Hennessy, J. Fellow of College of Nurses Aotearoa (NZ)

Hennessy, J. Member of College of Mental Health Nurses

Hewitt, A. Front of House expert, Culinary Fare Committee

McKinlay, S. Appointed as an assessor to the Prime Ministers Scholarships Asia selection panel. 2016

McKinlay, S. Appointed as an assessor to the Prime Ministers Scholarships Latin America selection panel. 2016

McKinlay, S. Executive Director for the International Association of Computing and Philosophy. (IACAP)

Peter, C. WelTec research award 2016

Peter, C. Member, WelTec/Whitireia Ethics and Research Committee

Smiler, J. Tourism Industry Association National Trust Scholarship Committee

Sudhakar, C. NZQA Accreditation Visit Panel Member - Masters Degree in Information Technology

Sudhakar, C. Session Chair, M-Learning; Special Session Organiser, Multimedia Learning System (ICIISCT2016 - The International Conference on Innovations in Intelligent Systems and Computing Technologies)

Supanun, S. Supervision role to Bachelor of Creative Technologies students for a “2016 NZ Best Design Award”

Vilke, M. Appointed to Tertiary Wellbeing Aotearoa New Zealand group

Vilke, M. Invited to a Leadership Day, as a representative from Addictions Programmes, WelTec, organised by Matua Raki and National Committee for Addiction Treatment (NCAT) on March 17, Wellington.

Reviewing, refereeing, judging, evaluating and examining

Brown, A. Invited member of abstract peer review panel for joint Whitireia/WelTec Research Symposium Nov, 2016.

Brown, A. Peer Reviewed a journal article "Technology, Design and Social Sciences" for The Design Collection from the '11th International Conference on the Arts in Society' proceedings, from the Conference held at UCLA, California, USA. August, 2016.

Brown, A. Provided editorial feedback for Malcolm Doidge’s accepted proposal for the Performance Writing Symposium, being held at Massey University 2017

Carton, T. Article peer reviewer, Sociology Mind, The Transformation of Gender Identity for Women and Men In a University Classroom.

Clark, J. Newsletter Editor, International Association for the Study of Cooperation in Education (IASCE).

Corbishley, H. Guest editor with Fibreculture – Digital Media + Networks + Transdisciplinary Critique, an online journal (an online journal)

Doidge, M. Invited member of assessment panel, WelTec Whitireia Winter Contestable Fund

Doidge, M. Peer reviewer for WelTec Whitireia Research Symposium

Domdom, J. Peer review: Abstract submissions for WelTec/Whitireia Research Symposium 2016

Fawcett, M. Sub editor of New Zealand Veterinary Nurse Journal.


Fraser, N. Peer reviewer, International conference workshop presentation: Deconstructing denial; Working with dying people and their families. Pilkington, Sasha.

Gretton, G. I. Member of review panel for the Sustainable Seas Innovation Fund (Sustainable Seas is one of the National Science Challenges)


McKinlay, S. Reviewer for papers submitted for publication in the Springer series, Philosophical Studies - full papers, presented at International Association for Computing and Philosophy (IACAP) 2016

McKinlay, S. Reviewing abstracts for Whitireia Auckland Research Symposium 2016

Peter, C. Associate Editor - (Oceania) International Journal of Safety and Security in Tourism/Hospitality

Peter, C. Editorial Board Member - Journal of Hotel and Business Management

Peter, C. Editorial Board Member - Journal of Management Sciences

Peter, C. Editorial Board Member - Journal of Tourism & Hospitality

Peter, C. Abstract Reviewer, 2016 WelTec / Whitireia Research Symposium

Silverman, P. Invited by the editor of Massage NZ for a profile article.

Silverman, P. Invited by the editors of Massage NZ to provide photos for Massage New Zealand magazine.

Suleman, T. Reviewer for Accounting Review
Student Factors


**Brown, A.** Supervised student graduate design and student graduate visual arts research project.

**Hewitt, A.** Organiser, WelTec/ Whitireia Barista Challenge for the fourth consecutive year

**Kelly, S.** Principal Supervisor Masters thesis, Masters of Professional Practice in Health and Social Services, WelTec/Whitireia

**Khan, W.** Providing assistance to PhD student of the Auckland University of Technology in area of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and deep learning.

**Khrypko, Y.** Supervised a student's research project. Successful completion of the IT8412 Research Project course.

**McAuley, M. E.** (2016). Mentored students at World of Wearable Arts (WOW) for backstage work. Wellington.

**McAuley, M. E.** (2016). Mentored students for Regional hairstyling competitions.

**McAuley, M. E.** (2016). Mentored students in hairstyling for photographic competition

**Morrell, R.** Co-manage Toque d’Or team, National Salon Auckland

**Morrell, R.** Facilitate 2016 NZ Bacon Competition, Cuba street campus

**Morrell, R.** Manage and facilitate the 2016 Toque d’Or team. Training menu development and organisation for the team and staff.

**O'Hara, J.** Mentored 10 students who entered in the 2016 Wellington regional stylist of the year. Held on the 4th September, the students entered events against Industry in the “Next generation” Category. Placing this year; The Cut - Presentation event - Next generation stylist 2nd Rangimaria Rata 4th Harriet Francis The Colour - Presentation event - Next Generation 3rd Harriet Francis

**Sanderson, T.** Catering for and serving at The Hutt Valley Youth Awards 2016 - Supervising Level 3 cookery & Wellington Trades Academy students to run the function for 250+ customers.

**Supanun, S.** Supervision of Bachelor of Creative Technologies (Interior major) student in final year project.

**Supanun, S.** Supervision role supervising Bachelor of Creative Technologies students for a “2016 NZ Best Design Award”

**Werellagama, I.** Research project supervision of 3 students (Graduate Diploma in Engineering) in 2016. Jessel Villaflor (Constructed Wetlands), Monica Sumalinog (Restoration of Streams in Wellington Harbour Catchment) and Sagar Harhare (Quantitative Analysis of water usage)